
Basel

Minimun 4 participants and on request | From 
14 years driver‘s license cat. M (moped), 
from 16 years no driver‘s license is required

Including riding and safety training of 30min. 
| Price per person | max. 6 people | Offers 
for bigger groups available upon request

WINTER-TRIP 
   «ST. ALBAN PLUS»

Our guides show you their city. Come with us on an interesting and 
unforgettable tour of the St Alban-Tal with the innovative Segway! 

Starting at the Messeplatz we drive to Wettsteinplatz, where the fa-
mous Wettstein fountain stands. After crossing the Wettstein bridge 
we arrive in St Albanvorstadt. Of all the suburbs of Basel, St Alban-
vorstadt has best kept its character and allows us to gaze in wonder 
at the contrast between the humble, gothic, tradesmen’s houses and 
the proud, baroque buildings. The route then takes us to St Albantor, 
one of the three original city gates still standing, and through the Gel-
lerstrasse, which has a fantastic view of the impressive villas. 

The St Alban-Tal is also known as the Venice of Basel. St Albanquar-
tier, in which St Alban-Tal lies, is the greenest part of the city of Ba-
sel. It is an exclusive and elegant residential area, where upper class 
and affluent old Basel families have been living for a considerable 
amount of time. 

We drive directly along the Rhine on the St Alban Rhine Way to the 
Letzimauer, where the Letziturm stands at the end of the former and 
partially reconstructed city wall of Basel. The Basel Paper Mill, which 
has been in operation since the early 16th Century, stands close by. 
Today it is the Swiss Paper, Writing and Print Museum. We then con-
tinue over the Mühlenberg and return across the Wettstein Bridge to 
the Messeplatz where the tour ends after 2 hours. 

At one point of the tour we make a stop at a restaurant and enjoy a hot 
beverage in order to warm up. The tour will be followed by delicious 
cheese fondue in our chosen Basler restaurant.

Price: 2 hours* | 150 CHF (hot beverage & cheese fondue included)
* only tour, without fondue
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WHAT AWAITS YOU:

• Messeplatz
• Wettsteinplatz
• St. Albanvorstadt und St. Albantor
•  Gellerstrasse
•  Little Venice of Basel
•  Along the Rhine
•  Letzimauer and Letziturm
•  Basel paper mill

•  Hot beverage & cheese fondue

All Segway PTs are equipped with a winter-
kit (winter tyres and light), so that you can 
drive safely through Basel and enjoy your 
tour to the fullest.


